2002 ezgo golf cart

We have over 4, EZGO golf cart parts categorized by make, model and year to make your life
easier. Not only do we have the parts, but we also have a large amount of EZGO golf cart parts
manuals. Other online part sellers make you purchase the manual itself. At CartPros, we believe
the more informed you are about your golf cart and purchase, the better off you and your
vehicle will be. Well, for technical purposes, it is E-Z-GO, however the name of the manufacturer
is actually Textron. They were one of the original golf cart manufacturers since the s, and their
main competitor is Club Car. In addition, they also manufacture Cushman utility vehicles as
well. Whether you have an electric or gas EZGO, the suspension, body, and braking system
stays relatively the same. The powertrain changes though. Overall, the most common
replacement parts are brake shoes, brake drums, bearings, leaf springs, wheel hubs, and tires.
On your EZGO electric golf cart, the most common parts for replacement outside of the
suspension system is your motor and controller. These can be tricky to diagnose and
troubleshoot in case you are having issues. Be extremely careful if you decide to work on it
yourself. We forgot to mention golf cart batteries as well. Primarily because we do not sell lead
acid batteries here at CartPros. To understand more on batteries, we recommend you go to Golf
Cart Resource to learn more about golf cart batteries. On your EZGO gas golf cart, the most
common parts for replacement outside of the suspension system are smaller parts such as the
air filters, fuel filters, spark plus, and belts. Outside of these wear and parts, other often
replaceable parts are the starter generator and clutch assemblies. So, now that we are familiar
with the manufacturer a bit, we can discuss all the Textron parts you need and how CartPros is
going to help. Now, Textron does have their own system that you can buy parts from called
shopezgo, however the prices are a bit high. At CartPros, we will continuously work hard to
improve your purchasing experience and get your parts on you doorstep as fast as possible.
Our CartFiT technology will allow you to sort through by make and model. If you are unsure of
which model you have, then no worries, we have a simple tool that will allow you to select your
model EZGO based on its picture. From golf cart seat covers to golf cart lift kits and wheels. We
even have some awesome light kits that can be installed by you as well. Find the right
accessory to spruce up your cart today. If you are having trouble finding the parts you need
near you, then CartPros is here to help. Most of our parts are in stock and ship within 24 hours.
Upon shipment, you will receive a tracking number so you know when your part will arrive. Most
of our shipments take only 2 days to arrive within the continental US. Time to forget waiting for
your dealer to give you a call back or wait for them to get it in stock. CartPros is here to get your
cart moving again. Sign In. To understand more on batteries, we recommend you go to Golf Cart
Resource to learn more about golf cart batteries On your EZGO gas golf cart, the most common
parts for replacement outside of the suspension system are smaller parts such as the air filters,
fuel filters, spark plus, and belts. Ball Joint Socket Set Of The motor is a key component to any
EZ-Go electric golf cart. If you are having trouble with your EZ-Go electric golf cart, there are
two areas that may play a role in the problem: the battery and the motor. If you have checked
the battery and found it to be charging properly and providing a full amount of power to the
motor, then you know that the motor is the problem. There is an easy method to check the
electric motor on any EZ-Go golf cart. Go to the back of the golf cart and find the panel that
covers the electric motor. Four or six screws will hold the panel in place. Use the screwdriver to
remove all the screws, turning them counterclockwise and putting them in a secure location
after removal. Remove the panel so the electric motor is visible. Electric motors usually include
reset buttons that can perform similar to circuit breakers. Look in the area where several
electrical wires enter the motor and locate a small red button. This is the reset button. Push the
button to reset the motor. Put the panel in place and secure it with the screws. Turn on the
cart's motor and push on the accelerator pedal. If the cart now moves, the issue has been
resolved. If no power is produced by the motor, however, the motor has burned out and must be
replaced. Be certain that the battery is not being charged before you begin working on any
EZ-Go electric golf cart. By: Jack Miller. Published: 20 January, More Articles. Home Recreation
Golf. Golf carts can sometimes make some very weird noises. While these noises may not be
particularly dangerous, they can be irritating and possible a sign of damage. One of the
commonly noticed golf cart sounds is a whining noise. If you can hear a whining noise coming
from your golf cart, then it could be because of damaged motor bearings, or the fluid oil needs
to be replaced. The whining noise could be caused by the input shaft bearings. These are pretty
easy to change and are available in most of the shops. The bearings are fixed to the differentials
and could cause the whining noise once their life span is over. You could either try changing
them yourself or take it to a dealer to get it changed. On the other hand, these noises could also
be caused by the motor bearings. To identify what is causing this noise, you can drive the cart
up a hill and slowly decelerate while coming down. While coming down the hill, try to roll it
down without much power being put in. If the noise persists, the issue would be due to some

physical parts like the bearings or gear. If you find that the noise is absent during the downhill
phase; it must be caused by an issue with the motor or the electrical fittings. Normally,
changing the fluid can help make the noise go away. Using the correct fluid recommended by
the company could help solve the issues in a lot of cases. One of the common problems found
in golf carts is a constant whining noise during the ride. This noise is usually found coming
from the rear end and would seem to originate from one of the parts at that end. If your golf cart
is making a weird grinding noise while it is running, the issue could be due to bearings.
Normally, we find that the cart makes a kind of groaning and grinding noise that can be very
irritating. This is usually due to a problem with one of the physical or mechanical parts. These
are some of the common problems faced by people using golf carts. In most of the cases, the
grinding sounds could be due to the spindle nut or the brake mechanism. Identifying the exact
source of the issue is the main thing you need to do first. Once you have identified the problem
it is easy enough to fix it. Your cart could make another sort of noise due to some internal
problems. Are you hearing a strange buzzing noise coming from your cart? Well, it could turn
out that the issue is a minor one and can be resolved rather quickly. If you hear a buzzing noise
after pressure washing your golf cart, it could be due to water getting under the floorboards.
The best solution for this is to let the water dry up well before using the cart. In most cases, the
buzzing sound does not come back and the issue is resolved. You could try removing the
switch from the switch housing and take out the wires. Rewire them back after wiping any water
droplets in them. Take extra precaution when you are handling the wires and other such
electrical components as they could cause a shock. If you experience the buzzing noise even
after the cart is switched off, it could be due to water on the battery wires. Try identifying the
wires connected and disconnecting one of them. This should disconnect the buzzer from the
cart and thus stop the buzzing noise. This can act as an identifier as to whether it is the switch
or the buzzer that has water droplets in it. Allowing the parts to dry thoroughly before using the
cart again can help solve the issue. Golf carts are known for producing some sort of clicking
noise when they go at a certain speed, after a certain period of usage. This is quite common and
nothing to worry about. Inspect the wheels and the wheel bearings carefully and see if you can
spot the problem. Fixing the bearings will most likely make the noise go away. Loose bolts and
nuts have also been known to cause of clicking noises on a golf cart. The bolts can make the
wheels or the bearings make a clicking sound. In some cases using some friction modifier
could help with the clicking noise. Too much friction has been known to cause clicking sounds
in golf carts. Applying some friction modifier may help with the issue. Ball bearings, as well as
the nuts, could have some natural wear and tear happening to them. This wear and tear could
also cause friction issues. Rocks stuck in tires could also be a cause of clicking noise. Also,
check for bad armatures or armatures with bad spots as these could cause the sound. The bad
armatures occur only in electric golf carts and not in the gas carts. Excess tension in the brake
cables could also cause overloading of the brakes. Verify that the brake cables are not
overloaded and are free to work efficiently. Sometimes the brake pedals become tight and do
not function normally during a run. In some cases, beeping sounds are heard when you are
trying to reverse the golf cart. This is one of the most common problems faced by cart owners.
This beeping sound may also be heard during a normal drive but most people have reported
hearing it when the vehicle is being reversed. In some cases, the vehicle may also have this
issue while just moving it in the reverse. A small number of people have found this issue to
occur when the cart is parked in neutral. Replacing the solenoid is one way of solving this
problem. In most of the cases, the solenoid could have caused the issue of beeping sound so
you can try replacing it. This may need to be replaced for the issue to be solved. Carts are
designed to carry only a certain load for a distance of about yards. Changing the tires may put
them under a great deal of pressure with respect to its torque. Right from the solenoid, to the
controller, to the high current cables, all the parts will need to be replaced. You will have to
calculate the battery pack and performance factors to find out the ideal cabling and solenoid
requirements for your cart. If all these efforts fail, you could try checking the batteries or the
motor. If either of these has shorted out or has had a malfunction, then the beep sound may be
heard. Checking the battery pack and the controller can give you a good idea of whether the
issue originates from them or not. Problems with your golf cart solenoid? Read my Solenoid
Troubleshooting Guide. Skip to content Table of Contents. Continue Reading What is a 9 Degree
Driver? A 9 degree driver is a low loft driver and is most convenient for golfers having fast
swing speeds. These drivers create a positive angle of attack and generate little spin. Continue
Reading. Why is my golf cart horn not working? However, a fault in the wiring can cause a short
circuit [â€¦]. Franck L. Menu Menu Log In. If your cart is having problems running at a constant
speed or is performing erratically, then you should troubleshoot the controller to find out what
the problem is. Difficulty: Moderately Challenging. Step 1. Flip the maintenance switch - Both

types of E-Z-GO controllers have a maintenance switch which should be flipped when servicing
or troubleshooting. The switch is under the seat and should be changed to "Tow-maintenance"
mode. Step 2. Reconnect the battery cable - Disconnect the black battery cable negative from
the battery, open the cover to the speed controller and then reconnect the negative battery
cable. Step 3. Inspect wires and check voltage - Inspect all wires to ensure that they are
attached and well connected, there are no breaks, corrosion or interference with the wires. Take
the reading of the battery voltage by connecting the positive and negative probes to the battery.
Write down the voltage reading. Step 4. Test the solenoid - Place the positive probe on the
solenoid post that is closest to the battery. The reading should be equal to battery's voltage. If
not, there is a wiring issue in the solenoid. Connect the positive probe to the other post and
take a reading. If the voltage is not at least three volts less than the voltage reading for the
battery, the resistor must be replaced. If you have a volt reading equal to the battery volts, the
solenoid is the issue. Step 5. Press the accelerator and watch to see if the voltage increases. It
should increase from a reading of 0 to the full voltage of the battery. If the motor is not turning,
the problem may be in the directional switch or motor. If there is no voltage, the controller is
bad and must be replaced. Always use caution when handling electrical components and
testing voltage readings. About The Author Steve Smith has published hundreds of articles on a
wide range of topics, including cars, travel, lifestyle, business, golf, weddings and careers. His
articles, features and news stories have appeared in newspapers, consumer magazines and on
various websites, including Trails. Elizabeth T. Keith F. Geary N. Related Articles. History of the
U. What is Chippo Golf? Chippo is relatively new game that combines two favorite past
Increasingly the long irons of past greats like Arnold Palmer Quick Links. Electric powered
personnel carriers and golf car 50 pages. Read and understand all labels located on the vehicle.
Always replace any damaged or missing labels. On steep hills it is possible for vehicles to coast
at greater than normal speeds encountered on a flat surface. To pre- vent loss of vehicle control
and possible serious injury, speeds should be limited to no more than the maximum speed on
level ground. The Standards and Specifications listed in the following text originate in the USA
unless otherwise indicated. Adherence to these procedures and troubleshooting tips will ensure
the best possible service from the product. Some commu- nities may permit these vehicles to
be operated on their streets on a limited basis and in accordance with local ordi- nances.
Remove the batteries or cover exposed terminals with an insulating material. Never use
replacement parts of lesser quality. Pay particular attention to all Notes, Cautions and Warnings
5. Pay particular attention to all Notes, Cautions and Warnings Maintenance Procedures prevent
the use of the carrier until the leak has been eliminated. Because of the highly volatile nature of
hydrogen gas and its propensity to rise and accumulate at the ceiling in pockets, a minimum of
5 air 6. Pay particular attention to all Notes, Cautions and Warnings governors and all other
safety devices shall be inspected 7. Pay particular attention to all Notes, Cautions and Warnings
Thank you for purchasing this vehicle. Before driving the Vehicle batteries must be fully
charged before initial use. Page Fig. Pay particular attention to all Notes, Cautions and
Warnings The charging DC cord is equipped with a polarized con- nector which fits into a
matching receptacle on the vehi- Provide Protection From Elements cle. Pay particular attention
to all Notes, Cautions and Warnings Regenerative Braking a the vehicle has been stopped for
more than 1. Pay particular attention to all Notes, Cautions and Warnings Diagnostic Mode
Feature Do not hold vehicle on hill by using accelerator and motor. Leaving motor Diagnostic
mode eases troubleshooting. The sun top does not Occasional cleaning and waxing with
non-abrasive prod- provide protection from Required Floor jack Pay particular attention to all
Notes, Cautions and Warnings Use caution when inflating tires. Due to the low volume of assure
even seating of the wheel against the hub. Pay particular attention to all Notes, Cautions and
Warnings Do not ride on vehicle being towed. Do not attempt to tow the vehicle with ropes,
chains or any device other than a factory approved tow bar. Pay particular attention to all Notes,
Cautions and Warnings Always remove windshield before transporting. Maximum speed with
sun top installed is 50 mph The electrolyte in a battery is an acid solution 80 kph. Pay particular
attention to all Notes, Cautions and Warnings able stopping distance or pulls to one side, the
vehicle has failed the test and should be tested again. If the vehicle fails the second test, it
should immediately be removed from service. The correct lubricant level is just below the
bottom of the threaded hole. Nm Unless otherwise noted in text, tighten all hardware in
accordance with this chart. This chart specifies 'lubricated' torque figures. Pay particular
attention to all Notes, Cautions and Warnings Before charging the batteries, inspect the plug of
the bat- vent tube and battery cap. The water will evaporate but tery charger and vehicle
receptacle housing for dirt or the sulfuric acid will remain where it can damage vehicle debris.
Pay particular attention to all Notes, Cautions and Warnings The correct cleaning technique is
to spray the top and sides of the batteries with a solution of sodium bicarbon- Watering gun

similar to the type included in the ate baking soda and water. Pay particular attention to all
Notes, Cautions and Warnings If the batteries have been cleaned and any acid in the In high
temperatures the chemical reaction is faster, battery rack area neutralized as recommended, no
corro- while low temperatures cause the chemical reaction to sion to the battery racks or
surrounding area should be Pay particular attention to all Notes, Cautions and Warnings age
could be the cause and the power company should be consulted. Draw electrolyte into the
hydrometer several times to Cylinder permit the thermometer to adjust to the electrolyte Float
temperature and note the reading. DC 7 ft. Page 81 Read and understand the following warnings
Read and understand the following text and before attempting to operate the vehicle: warnings
before attempting to service vehicle: In any product, components will eventually fail to perform
prevent personal properly as the result of normal use, age, wear or abuse. Print page 1 Print
document 82 pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In OR. Don't have an account? Sign up! Restore
password. Upload from disk. Upload from URL. EZ Go golf carts are designed for comfort and
safety. Many older carts have gasoline engines with a carburetor and throttle linkage. Aside
from using the accelerator pedal to go faster or slower, you have a variety of options for
adjusting the speed of EZ Go golf carts. One way to increase the speed of a gasoline-powered
EZ Go golf cart is to add an octane booster when you fill the gas tank. The cart will have more
pickup and possibly gain as much as 5 mph. Another approach is to remove the throttle linkage
governor on the side of the carburetor, allowing the accelerator pedal to depress farther. But
this type of adjustment is limited because golf cart engines have an electronic cutoff that shuts
the engine down at a certain rpm. Considering the short turning radius of golf carts, bypassing
the cutoff feature on a gasoline-powered cart might compromise personal safety in some
instances. Looking at the specifications for EZ Go electric golf carts, you notice a cart with a
volt motor is capable of 12 to 14 mph top speed. With the possible exception of a private cart
race, most people prefer leisurely cart rides when playing a round of golf. But you can save time
and the cost of this type of modification by changing the speed controller on an electric EZ Go
cart. Speed controllers regulate the output of the electric motor on a cart. The controller works
similar to a voltage regulator by maintainin
dodge technical service bulletin
split phase motor wiring diagram
hdm relay trailblazer
g a specific supply of electrical current at all times. When you stop, a sensor in the controller
automatically minimizes the flow of current to the motor. You can obtain a speed controller with
a higher output through a golf cart accessory outlet. The overall gain in speed will vary
according to the efficiency and performance level of the motor. Changing the gear ratio by
installing a higher gear and including a special electronic chip might produce speeds that have
your passenger holding on. Again, the short turning radius typical of golf carts presents safety
risks in some instances. William Machin began work in construction at the age of 15, while still
in high school. In 35 years, he's gained expertise in all phases of residential construction,
retrofit and remodeling. His hobbies include horses, motorcycles, road racing and sport fishing.
He studied architecture at Taft Junior College. By: William Machin. Published: 11 December,
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